SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 1. A new method of measuring the performance of neurons in sensory discrimination tasks was developed and then applied to single-neuron responses recorded in the auditory nerve of chinchilla and in the striate visual cortex of cat.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 1. A new method of measuring the performance of neurons in sensory discrimination tasks was developed and then applied to single-neuron responses recorded in the auditory nerve of chinchilla and in the striate visual cortex of cat.
2. Most previous methods of measuring discrimination performance havi employed decision rules that involve comparing the total counts ofaction potentials (spikes) produced by two different stimuli. Such measures ignore response pattern and hence may not reflect all the information transmitted by a neuron' The proposed method attempts to measure all (or most) of the transmitted information by constructing descriptive models of the neuron's response to eaih stimulus in the discrimination experiment; these descriptive models consist of measured probability distributions of the spike counts in small time bins. The measured probability distribuiions are then used to define an optimal decision rule (an icleal observer) for discriminating the two stimuli' Finally, discnmination performance is measured by applying this decision rule to novel presentations of the same two stimuli.
3. Intensity and temporal-phase discrimination were measured for three neuions in theauditory nerve of chinchilla' The discrimination stimuli were low-frequency pure tones of 70-ms duration' Intensity thresholds were found to be 5-20 dB lower at low intensities using th e new pattern method compared with the traditional counting method. The pattern method led to better performance because it utilized both rate and temporal pattern information' Phase discrimination performance using the countingmethod was at chance because the average spike rate did not change with phase. On the other hand, usingthe pattern method, phase discrimination thresholds were found to decrease with intensity, often reaching values equivalent to 30-40 ps oftemporal offset' These thresholds are as good as or better than behavioral thresholds in chinchilla.
4. Contrast and temporal-phase discrimination were measured for three neurons in the striate visual cortex of cat. The discrimination stimuli were drifting sine-wave gratings of 100-to 160-ms duration. Contrast discrimination functions measured by the pattern method and the counting method were found to be essentially identical. Phase discrimination using the counting method was at chance. However, using the pattern method, phase thresholds were found to decrease with contrast, reaching values equivalent to 7 ms of temporal offset for the two simple cells' 5. Our resufts suggest that temporal response pattern carries substantial information for intensity and phase discrimination in theauditorynerveandforphasediscriminationinthestriatevisual cortex. There are likely to be other tasks, such as temporal i..qu.n.y discrimination and velocity discrimination, for which co.,sideration of only rate information will substantially underestimate discrimination performance.
INTRODU CTION
A long-standing question in neurophysiology concerns the natu-re of the neural code (Perkel and Bullock 1969) ; specifically, how is information carried in the responses o[ inAiviOuai neurons, and how is this information utilized? Assumptions made regarding the code and how it should be measured can have a significant impact on estimates of the amount of information carried and of the potential level of neural performance (Moore et al. 1966) . Consider assessing the discrimination capabilities of a given sensory neuron (e.g., Barlow and Levick l969a,b; Werner and Mountcastle ieO:;. fo measure the minimum change in the stimulus required to evoke a "reliably different response," the sensory physiologist is required to define (grvena certain set of expliiit-or impticit assumptions) an index of response (e'g', the mean response rate) and an index of reliability (e'g', the trial-to-trial variance associated with the mean rate)' If the index ofresponse does not adequately reflect all ofthe relevant information, and if the index of reliability does not adequately reflect the probabilistic character of the responses, fhen the estimate of performance will be erroneous.
Most previous studies of discrimination performance in single nzurons have not attempted to utilize all of the availab[ information. In the vision literature' studies of detection and discrimination performance have usually considered only the total number of action potentials (spikes) generated in some fixed time period during or after the stimulus presentation (e.g., Barlow and Levick l969a,b; Barlow etal. l97l; Cohn et al.191S; Fitzhugh 1958; Shapley and Victor 1986; Tolhurst et al. 1983 )' A similar appioach has been taken by a number qflgarins researchers ie.g., Geisler et al. 1985; Relkin and -Pelli.1987; Sinex and iiit.v 1986; Young and Barta 1986) . Although some of these studies have demonstrated good discrimination performance, they may have underestimated sensitivity because they did not consider the temporal pattern of the ."aponr"t. Single neurons may transmit much information in Lrms of a tJmporal code; thus it is important to consider the temporal patiern of responses to stimuli when assessing discrimination performance. Indeed, there are some discrimination tasks, such as temporal-phase, temporal-frequency, and velocity discrimination, for which considering .i"iv toiuf spikes wiligreatly underestimate the sensitivity of a neuron.
There have been several attempts to consider the temporal structure of single-neuron responses ' Siebert (1970) The American Physiological Society 334 0022-30'77191 $1.50 Copyright O l99l developed a model of auditory-nerve responses to pure tones and used this model to derive an appropriate ideal observer for frequency discrimination. The model takes into account both the response rate and temporal pattern' Siebert succeeded in showing that there is a great deal of information for frequency discrimination available in the temporal pattern of auditory-nerve responses. Following Siebert, several recent investigations have also used statistical models ofauditory-nerve responses to examine the possible role of temporal pattern information in various auditory discrimination tasks (Goldstein and Srulovicz 1977; Miller et al. 1987) . Optican and Richmond (1987) have used Shannon's information theory (Shannon and Weaver 1949) and principle-component analysis to compare the amount of rate and temporal-waveform information carried by single neurons in inferior temporal cortex of monkey.
The present paper describes a new method of measuring the discrimination performance of spike-generating neurons that utilizes both rate and temporal-pattern information and makes minimal assumptions about the neural response properties. The method is based on the concept of the ideal observer from signal detection theory (e.g., Green and Swets 1974\. (An ideal observer is a device that performs optimally by using all the available information.) Specifically, we attempt to develop ideal observers that can perform optimal discriminations of single-neuron responses to pairs of stimuli. If this can be achieved, the discrimination performance of the ideal observer provides a single number (proportion correct) that is a precise index of the amount of information available for discrimination in the neuron's response. (See annrNotx s for more discussion of this measure of information.)
To minimize potentially misleading a priori assumptions about the neuron's response properties, the present strategy involves empirically measuring stochastic descriptions of the individr.ral neuron's responses to each stimulus. These descriptive models are then used to construct an ideal observer (optimal decision rule) for each pair of discrimination stimuli. With this approach, it is possible to apply an ideal-observer analysis to arbitrary discrimination stimuli without making overly specific and restrictive assumptions.
There is much to be gained if one can measure all the information transmitted by single neurons in discrimination tasks. To begin with, measurement of all the transmitted information would provide a basis for evaluating the relationship between single-unit activity and sensory performance (e.g., Barlow and Levick 1969a; Tolhurst et al. 1983) . Second, such measurements would be of obvious value in testing hypotheses concerning the physiological mechanisms responsible for the neuron's behavior. Third. once the transmitted information has been measured, it can be partitioned to determine how much is carried by changes in rate and how much is carried by changes in temporal pattern (Siebert 1970) . Finally, the analysis might be combined usefully with ideal-observer analyses developed for peripheral stages of sensory processing [Barlow 1958; de Vries 19431 Rose 1942 , 1948 Tanner and Clark-Jones 1960; see Cohn and Lasley (1986) or Geisler (1989) for a review of the vision literature; Peterson et al. 1954; Van Meter and Middleton 1954: see Green and Swets (1914) for a review of the early audition literature]. For example, it may be possible to deduce what information is lost between the periphery and the recorded neuron.
METHODS OF ANALYSIS
The present ideal-observer analysis was developed for binary discrimination and detection tasks, in which the stimuli are presented in discrete trials in a single-interval, forced-choice paradigm with equal presentation probabilities and payoffs. Thus the performance of the ideal observer is described completely by its percentage of correct responses. P{C).t
The transmission of information from one level in a sensory system to the next is often done solely by means of action potentials propagating along the axons of single neurons. Thus electrophysiological recording of the action potentials generated by a single sensory neuron should, in principle, be sufficient for a complete analysis of the information that it transmits. The response on a particular trial is completely represented by the list of the times (relative to stimulus onset) when each spike occurred during a temporal anall'-sis interval, or trial, stretching from the stimulus onset until no further information is available from the spike train (or until a decision is forced). With little lols s1 generality, we assign the spikes into time bins of finite width.' Thus the response of a neuron on a trial is described by a list of integers giving the number of spikes in each bin, Nr, Nr, . . . , N, ', N,, where Nr is the number of spikes in the lth bin and n is the total number of bins in the analysis interval.
In the discrimination experiment, one of two stimuli (a or B) is presented at random. In the experiments presented and analyzed here. the stimuli were continuous (or near continuous) sine waves (i.e., pure tones or drifting sine wave gratings). These stimuli were chosen to measure discrimination in the absence of onset and offset transients; however. the present methods of analysis apply equally well to transient stimulation. Figure 1 ,4 illustrates hypothetical responses to continuous sinusoidal stimuli at two different intensity levels. Figure I 'B shows hypothetical responses to discrete stimuli that are of different intensity (although we will not consider this case further in this paper). Both figures are meant to illustrate the possibility that increasing stimulus level may affect both the rate and the temporal pattern of response.
To apply the discrimination analysis when the stimuli are continuous and periodic, it is necessary to divide the continuous response into discrete trials. To do this, we let the duration of the response (in units ofbins) be represented by m (see Fig. ll ). Ifthe nervous system is assumed to have some uncertainty about when the stimulus was presented (which is a reasonable possibility to consider), it becomes necessary to define an analysis interval that is larger than the response duration. Thus let n represent the full analysis interval, which consists of the response duration, m, plus I Note that. once an ideal observer has been developed fbr this task' it can be generalized to conditions with unequal presentation probabilities and payoffs and to other tasks. such as the 2-interval forced-choice task (e.g., see Green and Swets 1974) .
2 Spike arrival times are real numbers; however. estimation of the present descriptive models from a hnite number of stimulus presentations requires that the arrival times be assigned to time bins of finite width. This imposes little loss of generality because the time bins can be made small enough to ensure that no more than one spike can occur in a bin and that the positions ofspikes lalling within any given bin are well described by a uniform probability density. Under these circumstances no information would be gained by making the binwidths smaller. However, in the derivations that follow we allow the possibility of large bins, because it is often necessary to use larger bins when there is a shortage ofdata on which to build the descriptive models.
'm
Schematic illustration of slimuli and responses used in thc ideal-observer anal,vsis of 2-alternative discrimination tasks. The purpose ofthis hgure is to dehne parameters used in analysis and to illustrate that changing stimulus intensit)' may affec1 both response magnitude and response pattern. .4: continuous periodic stimuli. Stimuli a and B are continuous sine waves that dilier in amplitude. For the analysis. the continuous response is divided into discrete responses of length nr. When temporal uncertainty is assumed, then the entire response analysis intcrval (n) is thc sum ofthe response duration. nr. and tltc uncertaint-v interval. t/. Because responses are periodic, the responsc period (/) may be less than the response duration (rl). B: discrete stimuli. Stimuli tr and p are energy pulses of fixed duration presented in discrctc trials. Because responses are aperlodic. the response period (1) equals thc response duration (n). Summary of parameters: n, analysis inlerval: ,?1. response duration: /, response periodl and d, temporal uncertainty interval. All these parameters are expressed in units of temporal bins.
an uncertainty interval. d (also in units of bins). When the nervous system is assumed to have no uncerlainty. then n -tn.
When the response to a periodic stimulus is also periodic (as illustrated in Fig. l-!) . it is possible 1o make use of the response period (/) to reduce the amount of data that must be collected for an accurate anal-vsis. Specifically, it is necessary to model only onc response period (see below).
The task ofthe ideal observer is to decidc whether the response occurring in a trial was produced by stimulus a or by stimulus p. lt is well known that the optimal performance in this situation is obtained by applying the likalihood deci.sion rule'. the observer computes the probability that the response resulted from stimulus o. computes the probability that the response resulted lrom stimulus d, and then picks the stimulus with the higher probability. Equivalently, the observer computes the likelihood ratio (L) of these orobabilities l--P(Nr..... N, lljyP(N,. .... A,l") ( 1) and then picks alternative p if the ratio is >1.0 or a if the ratio is < 1.0. The P(C) obtained when this decision rule is used is given by the following formula P(C) 0.5 + 0.2s > P(N'...., N,llj) P(N'...., Al ")l (2) where the summation is over all possible values of N', ..., N,. This equation is derived in appE.Notx a. As mentioned above, the ideal observer's P(C) is a precise measure of the information available in the neuron's response to perlorm the discrimination task.
(See epplNptx e for more discussion of this point.)
To understand the basic logic ofthe present analysis. consider measuring the responses of a neuron to pairs of stimuli in a discrimination experiment. If the neuron's responses were stable enough. and if the neuron could be monitored for a long enough period of time, then each of the two stimuli could be presented man-v times: from the responses to these repeated presentations. we would learn the probability of obtaining any and all possible responses. no matter how complicated the neuron's behavior. These measured probabilities would constitute a complete descriptive model of the neuron's behavior (with minimal theoretical assumptions). They could then be used to assess optimal discrimination performance by applying liq. 2 or. equivalently. b,v applying Eq. I (the likelihood decision rule) to novel presentations of the same two stimuli.
However. it is not feasible to measure a complete descriptive model because there are lar too man,v-' probability values. Thus. for the present empirical approach to work. some d pt'irtrl assumptions must be made. At the same time, it is important to evaluatc the degree to which these assumptions allow all the signilicant information in the neuron's output to be represented. If all the information is not represented, discrimination perfbrmance will be underestimated.
The proposed strategy fbr meeting both demands (limiting probability values while maximizing information represented) is to develop descriptive models based on successively less restrictive rr Trriori assumptions. As the assumptions become less restrictive. the amount of information represented increases. and the performance of the ideal observer increases. At some point the gains in performance become minimal. When this point is reached. it is reasonable to conclude that the descriptive model accurately represents most of the discrimination information.
Four levels of descriptive model (with successively less-restrictive assumptions) are described briefly below. This is followed b1-a discussion of procedures for determining when the models have accurately represented all the informaticln in a neuron's response. It should be kept in mind that, as the assumptions become less restrictive. greater amounts of data are rcquired for accurate measurement of the probabilities in the models. In fact. as we will see later. the fourth and lcast restrictive model requires more data than is practical to obtain with current electrophysiological procedures.
Cluntins model
In the hrst level of descriptive model. we make the lbllowing conventional assumption (e.g., Barlow and Lcvick 1969a) : All relevant discrimination infbrmation is contained in the sum of the
^4.^-. ^4.ô p spikes across all bins. Under this assumption and the assumption of no temporal uncertainty, the likelihood ratio (Eq. 1) becomes
In this equation, N is the total number of spikes in the response interval on a particular trial (i.e., N : N1 + N, .' . + N,), and P(Nla) and P(NlB) are the probabilities for the total number of spikes in the response interval. (Note that in this case the analysis interval, n, equals the response interval, m.) ^lo apply the maximum-likelihood decision rule, the probability distributions P(r I a) and P(x l0), also known as counting distributions or pulsenumber distributions (cf. Teich and Khanna 1985) , must be measured. These distributions constitute the descriptive models (one for each stimulus). Figure 2A shows counting distributions measured from a single neuron for two different stimulus contrasts. As can be seen, any spike counts > I are more likely to have been produced by stimulus 0 (solid bars). Thus the likelihood decision iule is equivalent to placing a criterion between I and 2 spikes per trial. When uncertainty is introduced. a somewhat more complicated decision rule is required tf^P@(u)1p, u11!,or.lvp41o. uy @)
where Ma) is the total number of spikes in the response interval for a starting temporal position of rr within the analysis interval. In other words, N(iz) : N,*, t| . . . I N^*u. (Note that in Eq. 4 and elsewhere in this paper, we are assuming that temporal uncertainty has a uniform probability distribution. Other uncertainty functions could easily be substituted, if necessary.)
Pattern model
The major limitation of the counting model is that it cannot represent information carried in the temporal response pattern' The following assumption defines a descriptive model that is capable of representing temporal pattern information: All relevant discrimination information is contained in the sum and in the pattern of spikes across bins, and the number of spikes observed in any bin is probabilistically independent of the number observed in all other bins. This class of descriptive model requires measuring counting distributions for each temporal bin.
Consider first the case in which there is no temporal uncertainty. If there is probabilistic independence between bins, then the probability of a particular temporal pattern, that is, a particular list of spike counts (1{, , . . , N, ), is the product of the probabilities ofthe count in each bin. In other words P(N', and A; B) = Pr(Nr lp)Pr(Ar, ld) . . . P,(N,lB) where P,(r I a) and P,(x I B) are the probability distributions for the Ith bin given stimulus a and stimulus B, respectively. Note that these probability distributions are just counting distributions for the individual bins; thus, construction of this descriptive model requires measuring the counting distributions for each bin in the anilysis interval. Figure 2 ,8 shows the counting distributions for l0 bins. obtained from the responses ofa single neuron at two stimulus contrasts.
nrc. 2. Examples of measured probability distributions used in the ideal-observer analyses. These particular examples are for a simple cell in cat visual cortex . A; counting analysis' Probability distributions ofthe number of spikes generated per trial for 2 contrasts of a drifting sine wave grating.
-Becau-e spike counts > [ are more likely to have been produced by the higher-contrast stimulus (d), the optimal decision rule is to place a criteri6n between 1 and 2 spikes/tial. B: pattern analysis. Probability distributions of the number of spikes generated per trial, in each of l0 temporal bins, for 2 contrasts. The optimal decision rule involves computing ihe product ofthe probabitities ofthe spike counts in each bin using the distributions for the lower-contrast stimulus (a) and then using the distributions for the higher-contrast stimulus (B). Stimulus a is picked if its probability is higher, otherwise stimulus d is picked. Because the pattern inalysis measures counting distributions for each temporal bin, it measures both rate and temporal pattern information'
The likelihood decision rule would be applied in this case by the use of the 20 counting distributions ( l0 for each stimulus) to compute the probabilities ofthe spike counts in the bins. These probabilities would then be substituted into Eq. 5 and the resulting likelihood ratio checked to see if it is greater than or less than 1.0.r For example. suppose the response on a trial (the list of spike counts in the bins) was 0, l, I, 0. 0. 0. 2, l. 0. l. The distributions in Fig. 28 show that the probability of obtaining 0 spikes in the hrst bin is 0.79 if the stimulus were p and is 0.96 if the stimulus were cy. Similarly, the probability of obtaining 1 spike in the second bin is 0.27 given stimulus p and 0.0 l8 given stimulus a. Proceeding in this fashion, we find that the numerator rn Eq. 5 is 0.79 x0.21x 0.29 x 0.61 x 0.54 x 0.56 x 0.118 x 0.31 x 0.77 x 0. 154. and the denominator is 0.96 x 0.018 x 0.055 x 0.94 x 0.96 x 0.97 x 0.0091 x 0.045 x 0.96 x 0.0091. Dividing these products gives a likelihood ratio of 16,610. Because this ratio is > 1.0, the ideal observer would pick stimulus p on this trial.
When temporal uncertainty is introduced, the likelihood rule becomes 
Application of this decision rule is very similar to the no-uncertainty rule (Eq 5); the only difference is that the products ofthe probabilities must be computed for each possible response position within the uncertainty interval and then summed across all possible response positions. (Again, the temporal-uncertainty distribution is assumed to be uniform.) Application of the patlern model often requires more data than Ihe t'otmting model because there are more probability distributions to measure. Thus it is important to make optimal use of the data when applying lhe pattern model. If the responses to the stimuli are periodic, it is possible to reduce the number of probability distributions that need to be measured. Specifically, it is only necessary to measure distributions for the bins within one period ofthe response, because the distributions within all the other periods are the same. More precisely, if / is the period of the response (see Fig. lB ), then for each bin (l) in the analysis interval P,(.r "): P;(.rla) and f,(r B): Pr(-rld)
where.T -mod(i, i), if mod(i, 1) # 0: otherwise. T -/. (Note that "mod" represents the modulo functionl i.e., I is the remainder ot ill.) The counting model is a special case of the parlerir model. This is easily seen by noting that the paltern model reduces to lhe counling model when the bin size is set to be the entire response interval (i.e., so that there isjust I bin).
Another important special case of the pattern model is obtained by assuming that spike trains are described by a Poisson process (more precisely, an inhomogeneous Poisson process). The Poisson process (which also describes the statistical properties of light) satisfies the independence assumption that defines the paltern model. This special case, which we call the Poisson pattern model is developed in apprNnrx e. The Poi.r.ron pattern model is of interest because it often yields discrimination performances similar to that of the fill pattern model, but it requires less data to measure r The probabilities in the bins were obtained by counting the numbers of spikes observed in the bin and dividing by the number ofstimulus presentations. Ifno spikes are observed in a bin it can be problematic (and inaccurate) to assume the probability is literally zero. This is because a spike occurring in that bin during a test trial will completely dominate the decision. Specifically. the spike will force the likelihood ratio to be 0, infinite, or undefined. To avoid this problem, we took the probability for empty bins to be 0.5 divided by the number stimulus presentations (or response periods). The Monte Carlo simulations described later show that this assumption is reasonable. the probability distributions. Siebert's (1970) model and some others in the auditory literature are special cases of the Poisson pailern model obtained by assuming a particular intensity function for the Poisson process.
Pattern-l model
The pattern model is based on the assumption that the number of spikes observed in a time bin is statistically independent of the number observed in other bins. This independence assumption must be violated. at least to some extent, by all spike-generating neurons simply because ofrefractory effects. Ifrefractoriness were the only source ofprobabilistic dependence. then it would be reasonable to expect that the dependence would only be a function of the elapsed time from the most recent spike (e.g., Teich et al. 1978; Young and Barta 1986) . The next level of descriptive model is based on the following assumption: All relevant discrimination information is contained in the sum and in the pattern of spikes across bins; and the number of spikes observed in a bin is, at most, probabilistically dependent on when the previous spike occurred. If the number of spikes observed in a bin is only dependent on when the previous spike occurred, then the probabilittes in Eq. I are given by the following products p(N,. .... A; p): P(r, d)P,(N,lr,. d)...P"(,\;l7, ,, ts) and P(N'. . ...,\',1") : P(7, la)P1(Ny lfy, a) ...P" (N" 7-, ', d) where ?", is the waiting time (in bins) from the current bin (the i th bin) to the previous spike (nonempty bin). Because I, refers to events before the response. its probability does not depend on which stimulus was presentedt therefore P(f rlP) -P(T'la). Thus the likelihood ratio Eq. -1 becomes I t0 ro0 t000
NUMBER OF TRIALS prc. 3. Example of Monte Carlo simulations used to determine the amount of data and binwidths required for accurate descriptive models (i.e.. probability distributions like those in Fig. 2 ) ofa neuron's response. This example is for a pattern model. The procedure begins by selecting parameters ofa synthetic spike generator (an inhomogeneous Poisson process) so that it produces spike trains that roughly match those ofthe neurons to be analyzed. In this example, the spike generator was mimicking an auditory neuron responding to a I 00-Hz pure tone at a mean response rate of 150 spikes/s in a temporal phase-discrimination task. A time delay was picked to produce -779c correct by the mathematically exact ideal observer (solid horizontal line). Curves show the performance of the pattern model as a function of the number of trials used to measure the probability distributions for various numbers ofbins per response period. (The error bars represent + SD.) As can be seen. under these conditions, I 00 trials and l0 bins/period are adequate for the paltern analysis to approach the exact ideal-observer nerlormance. EXACT IDEAL r : fi r1|,1r,, ll)l ff P1(N)7,, a) (8) when there is temporal uncertaintv the likelihood ratio is where P,(x | 7,, a) and Pt(xlT,, B) are the probability distributions of the spikes counts for the ith bin given a waiting time of l, for stimulus a and stimulus 0, respectively. Construction of this descriptive model requires measuring the counting distributions for each bin in the analysis interval, for each possible waiting time. To measure all these distributions requires more data than for the Dattern model. The least restrictive assumption that will be considered here is one in which the stochastic dependence is a function ofthe elapsed times to the two most recent spikes: All relevant discrimination Fourier transform, ihe ampliiudes of the harmonics should be doubled when comparing them with the dc component.) If the responses'were staiistically stable and had no other systematic variability. then the.on\-prominent .o*pon.nt, in the spiki trains would be at 0 Hz, at the stimulating frequency, and/or a1 its higher harmonics. This was true except for the 347-Hz unit at the lowest intensities (A, left). 4000 information is contained in the sum and in the pattern of spikes and across bins; and the number of spikes observed in a bin is. at most, Dt ^l probabilisticallydependentonwhentheprevioustwospikesoc-P(/Vr''''N'1")-P(T"s'la)P'(N'|?'''S"a)'''P'(N"lr'-.'s'-1'a) curred. Under this assumption the probabilities in 84. 1 are given where I is the elapsed time (in bins) from the previous spike to the by the following products jth bin and S, is the elapsed time (in bins) from the second most previous spike to the ith bin. Because Zt and Sr refer to events P(Nr,...,N,lB): P(TrSrlB)P(NrlI,,S,,0) ...P,(N,1Tnr,Sut,B) before the response, their joint probability does not depend on which stimulus was presented; therefore P(Zr, ,Sr l0) : P(Tr, When temporal uncertainty is present, the likelihood ratio be-S, la where P;(x | 4, S,, ") and P, (x | 7,, 5,, 0) are the probability distri--butions of the spikes counts for the ith bin given waiting times of Z and S,. Construction of this descriptive model requires measuring the counting distributions for each bin in the analysis interval for each possible pair of waiting times.
Higher-level models
It is not difficult to extend the descriptive models to higher and less restrictive levels by allowing the possibility that the number of spikes observed in a bin is dependent on even more ofthe previous spike times. Indeed, if this process were continued, then all the r.o nc. 6. Neurometric functions (proportion correct as a function of total intensity in dB SPL) ol3 auditory-nerve neurons in an intensity-discrimination task'foi3 levels of ideal-observer analysis. Left'. near-threshold reference intensities. Rlfit: near-saturation reference intensities. Trial durations were -70 ms. Frequency indicated in each panel was both the CF ofthe neuron and the frequency ofthe stimulus. Results show that temporal response pattem contributes substantial discrimination information. especially at lower intensities (/e/).
discrimination information contained in spike trains could be measured (with no assumptions). no matter how complex the temporal dependencies. This most general case is presented in AppENDIX e. However. as mentioned earlier. measurement of the probability distributions for the pattern-2 model requires more data than is practical to obtain in a single-unit experiment. Higher-level models would require even more data and hence are not considered here. It is worth noting again that, when the responses are periodic, the number of distributions that must be measured is reduced to some extent.
ET AL.
MEASUREMENT OF IDEAL-OBSERVER PERFORMANCE
Once the probability distributions (which constitute the descriptive models) have been measured, the next step is to evaluate performance [P(C)] of the model in the discrimination task. One method would be to compute the theoretical value of P(C) using Eq. 2. Although this approach is elegant, it could be misleading because it does not actually test performance but rather only provides a theoretical estimate of performance. A more empirical Ftc. 6. Neurometric functions (proportion correct as a function oftotal intensity in dB SPL) of 3 auditory-nerve neurons in an intensity-discrimination task for 3 levels ofideal-observer analysis. lef: near-threshold relerence intensities. Rtgir: near-saturation reference intensities. Trial durations were -70 ms. Frequency indicated in each panel was both the CF ofthe neuron and the frequency ofthe stimulus. Results show that temporal response pattern contributes substantial discrimination information. especially at lower intensities (ft,.f). IO DISCRIMINATION PERFORMANCE OF method (the one employed in this paper) is to use a novel set of 50 recorded responses to find actual discrimination performance. Notice that in this case it is necessary (from a statistical-testing 40 viewpoint) to use one set of responses to build up the probability distributions of the descriptive models and an independent set of ;&;;;.t to test discrimination performance. Thus this method 30 requires recording responses for a longer period of time. However, the method seems preferable because it actually measures discrimi-20 nation performance (as opposed to deriving a theoretical estimate).
to
For the ideal-observer analysis of single neurons to be of maximum value, it is necessary to demonstrate that the descriptive models have accurately represented the information in the neuron's responses. As mentioned earlier, the proposed strategy is to construci, from the same neural responses, descriptive models based on successively less restrictive a prittri assumptions' In other words, the proposal is to move from the counting model toward the pattern-2 model. As the level of restrictions decreases, more discrimination information is extracted and ideal-observer performance increases. When the increase in performance becomes small. it is reasonable to conclude that most of the discrimination information has been extracted. Although this proposal is sound in principle, there are two potential problems that must be considered: measurement error and violations of the model assumptions.
Measurement error
The first problem concerns the effects of random variability on the accuracy ofthe descriptive models and on the accuracy ofthe measured performance. Both the measurement of the descriptive models and the measurement of model performance are subject to random error. The magnitude of the error depends on the amount of spike data available and on the level of descriptive model' In geniral, Ihe counting model requires the least amount of data and the pattern-2 model the most.
If is important to have some method for determining the amount of spike data (number of analysis trials) that must be recorded to measure accurately the probability distributions of the descriptive models. If the distributions are not accurately measured, discrimination performance will be underestimated' The method adopted here is to compute the descriptive-model distributions and discrimination performance for synthetic spike data, generated by a stochastic process for which tf9r9-is a known ideal 6bserver (i.e., a known likelihood decision rule)' We then compare the computed performance of the descriptive model with the known performance ofthe precise ideal observer. That is, for each level of descriptive model, we determine how much synthetic spike data is required for that model to reach the same performance as the precise ideal observer. The amount of synthetic spike data needed fo reach this level should be a good indicator ofthe amount of real spike data that must be collected during the physiological experiment.
"A reasonable stochastic process for generating synthetic spikes is the inhomogeneous Poisson process: a Poisson process in which the average spike rate (the intensity function) varies over time (Snyder iSZS). rhit process has the virtue of being an approximaie description of neuron responses under a number of circumstances (Siebert 1970) and of being mathematically tractable' ereENDIX c describes our method for generating synthetic spikes and describes the ideal decision rule for the inhomogeneous Poisson process.
The amount of data that must be collected to reach an acceptable degree ofaccuracy depends on trial length, mean spike rate, ro Loo I rIc. 8. Intensity-discrimination functions of 3 auditory-nerve neurons for 3 levels ofideal-observer analysis. Thresholds are lower for the analyses that take pattern information into account, especially at the lowest intensities. Frequency in each panel indicates both the best (critical) frequency of the neuron and the stimulus frequency. Trial duration was -70 ms' and temporal response pattern; thus it is sensible to set up the synthetii spike generation process to approximately match the actual singl'e-unii experiment. Specifically, the present approach is to pick thi intensity function ofthe Poisson process to produce a firing rate and firing pattern similar to that found in the neurophysiological experiment.
A-nother important issue to consider is the width of the temporal bins. If the bins are very large then temporal pattern information will be lost; on the othir hand, if the bins are very small, an impractical amount of data will be required.
Once the parameters ofthe Poisson process have been selected, the numberbf analysis trials and the optimal binwidth required to obtain accurate deicriptive models can be determined as follows' The probability distributions of the descriptive models are computed from synthetic spike data containing different numbers of trials and binwidths. Then, descriptive-model performance is calculated and plotted as a function of the number of trials. Figure 3 shows such a plot, for sine-wave phase discrimination, using the pattern model. As can be seen, performance of the pattern model improves as the number of trials and the number of bins increase. (The solid horizontal line at 77Vo corlecl indicates the performance of the known ideal observer.) Ifthere are2 or 5 bins, performance never approaches the ideal no matter how much data is collected; if there are 10 bins, performance does approach the ideal; ifthere are 20 bins performance again approaches ideal, but more slowly. Thus, l0 bins/cycle, and 100 analysis trials, appear to be appropriate under these conditions. ET AL.
Violations of model assumptions
The second major problem is the potential existence of variations in the neural responses that are not represented in the descriptive models; for example, long-term adaptation and intrinsic modulations in sensitivity or in spontaneous activity that are not in harmonic relation to the response interval. These variations in response pattern, if undetected, would make the descriptive models inaccurate and hence would lead to an underestimation of performance (assuming that later neurons in the sensory system might have implicit knowledge of the variations nc. 9. Neurometric functions of 3 auditory-nerve neurons in a phase discrimination task, lor the counting and pattern analysis. le/l: near-threshold intensities. Rigftt: near-saturation intensities. Trial durations were -70 ms. Frequency indicated in each panel was both the best (critical) frequency ofthe neuron and the lrequency ofthe stimulus. Results show that temporal response pattern contributes the only phase discrimination information and that phase discrimination is much better at hish intensities. mean response rate over the course of the experiment and by examining the Fourier transforms or autocorrelation functions of the spike trains.
The most obvious way to look for long-term adaptation (and similar slow variations in sensitivity) is to examine the responses to the same stimuli over time. A simple method is to take Fourier transforms of the spike trains produced on each trial (or in a small set of trials) and pl,ot the major frequency components as a function of time. LacL of systematic trends in these plots is evidence that the neuron's responses are stable. Another method of searching foi tfo* variations in sensitivity is to compute correlations between successlve responses to the same stimuli (as described in APPENDIX D).
The Fourier transforms can also be used to search for fast intrinsic modulations in the neuron's response that are uncorrelated with the stimulus (e.g., modulated spontaneous activity)' Transforms of responres oue. extended temporal periods (that contain many trials) will reveal any modulations in f,ring pattern that are not in harmonic relationship with the analysis interval. Those that are in harmonic relationship with the analysis interval will be represented in the descriptive model and hence pose no problem'
RESULTS
The major goal of this study was to develop methods for indexing the information transmitted by single neurons in discrimi*nation tasks. These methods involve measuring the best discrimination performance possible from the neuion', ,"rponses. To that end, we recorded the responses of uuaito.V'und visual neurons to repeated presentations of sine wave stimuli. The responses were then used to test amplitude-and phase-discrimination performance' I nt ens ity di s cr i minat i on in audit ory-ne rv e Jib er s Extracellular recordings of single auditory-nerve fibers were obtained in the chinchilla for pure tone stimuli as a function of intensity level. The neurophysiological procedures and methods of stimulus presentation have been described (Salvi et al. I 983) . The tuning curve and characteristic frequency (CF) of the unit were determined from a computer-automated threshold-tracking procedure that ,"ut"h"d for a one-spike increase in the response rate during the 50-ms tone interval (Salvi et al' 1982) . Then spike arrival times were recorded (to the nearest microsecond) for steady pure tones of l5-s duration. The intensities of the pure tones were vaned in 2-dB increments from -10 dB below the absolute threshold (determined from the tracking procedure) until response saturation was reached (usually 20-40 dB above threshold; Sachs and Abbas 1974)' The purpose of the use of long-duration signals was to examine intensity discrimination in the absence of transient responses. Figure 4 shows the amplitude spectra of 15-sJong spike traini from three neurons with CFs of 341, 1,340, and 1,545 Hz for a low-and a high-intensity stimulus. For the units with CFs of 1,340 and 1,545 Hz, the spectra are flat except for major peaks at the dc, fundamental' and higher harmonici. Thls suggests that there are no important periodicities in the firing pattern except those at the fundamental and higher harmonics. On the other hand, there are some additional frequency components in the responses of the 347-Hz unit ai the low intensity' This suggests that there was a weak level of spontaneous rhythmic activity when the neuron was not being strongly driven by the stimulus' However, these extra components were not evident above threshold; thus, for present purposes' this neuron's responses were analyzed ut if th"y did not contain this additional complexity.
The average response rates through time for these same l5-s spike tiains ire shown in Fig. 5 . (The dashed lines repres;nt the spontaneous rates.) These plots were obtained by applying tolhe spike trains a running integrator that was SdO ms wide. As can be seen, there is no apparent systematic variation in average firing rate during stimulus presentation, and there are no substantial adaptation effects'
The curves in Fig. 5 are rather lumpy; however, this is what one would expect given random variability' A quantitative analysis presinted in eppBNptx D demonstrates this fact. First, we computed and plotted the average response rate for synthetic spike trains generated by a Poisson process and iound that they appear quite similar to those in In ..,-, the results of the analyses shown in Figs' 4 and 5 (as well as in .q.ppENolx D) support the assumptions underlying the present descriptive models.. , ' Risponie trials were created by dividing the 15 s of stimulus presentation into 200 trials of -70 ms each' The exact triai length was forced to contain a fixed number of cycles of the siimulus (e.g., 24 cycles for the 341-Hz stimulus)' Because the responses were periodic and there was no evidence for long-term adaptation, it was necessary to construct the probability distributions for only one cycle of the response (see Eq. 7)'
Before applying the ideal-observer analyses to data' it is ..*iuf to aetetmine how many trials and what binwidths rrc. 10. Phase discrimination as a function of intensity for 3 auditorynerve neurons for the pattern analysis (thresholds could not be computed *ittt ttt. counting anaiysis; see Fig. 9 and text). Frequency in each panel indicates both thi best (critical) frequency ofthe neuron and the stimulus frequency. Trial duration was -70 ms. Threshold is seen to decrease with intensity, reaching a minimum of -35 ps (phase shifts of l7 and l9') for ttre trign-frequenJy units and 90 ps (a phase shift of I 1") for the low-freouencv unlt.
are required for the probability distributions to represent 150-300 trials for the pattern-I model. The pattern-2 model accurately the information in the responses. Synthetic spike required considerably more data than was available. These calculations (as described in urrnoos) showed that l0 bins numbers of trials were found to be appropriate for all three per response period were optimal for all conditions. The test frequencies. The number of trials required when the calculations showed that 50-100 trials were needed for the observer has 360' of temporal uncertainty is the same as in counting model, 100-1 50 trials for the pattern model, and the no-uncertainty case. For the counting and pattern analy- ses, 100 trials were used for the descriptive models, and the remaining 100 trials were used for test trials. In applying the pattern-l analysis, we used 150 trials for the descriptive models and 50 for test trials.
The probability distributions constructed from the analysis triali were used to form the maximum likelihood (optimal) decision rule by substituting the distributions into the appropriate equation (e.g., Eqs. 4-9).The decision rule was DISCRIMINATION PERFORMANCE OF NEURONS 0.67 C/DEG,6.25H2 O.I7 @NTRAST then used to discriminate novel test trials, and P(C) was calculated. Figure 6 shows the intensity-discriminatiort performance based on three different descriptive models. Percent correct is plotted as a function of test intensity (neurometric functions) obtained for a low-intensity standard/refetence (left) and a high-intensity standard (right) for each of the three neurons. The horizontal dashed lines mark the 687o correct 
20
point on these single-interval neurometric functions and were used to define threshold (note that 687o correct in a single-interval task corresponds to75Vo correct in a two-interval task). Temporal uncertainty was assumed to be 360", because there is no evidence to suggest that higherJevel neural mechanisms have prior knowledge of phase in this task.
It is clear from Fig. 6 that the pattern (r) and pattern-l analyses (O) produced substantially better performance than did the counting analysis (r), although less so at higher intensities. Thus the counting analysis missed information that was transmitted by the neurons. On the other hand, Fig. 6 also shows that the pattern-l analysis did not produce ET AL.
better performance thanthe pattern analysis. This indicates that the pattern analysis extracted most of the important information.
Peristimulus time histograms are shown in Fig. 7 ; each panel illustrates the responses to pairs of stimuli of different intensity that are near the discrimination threshold. At low intensities (left), the histograms for the just-discriminable pairs are obviously quite different in shape. These shape differences indicate the presence of temporal pattern information. They are an example of the well-known fact that when the intensity of a pure tone is increased, phase locking is often observed before changes in average spike rate (Rose et al. 1967 (,4 and B) and I complex cell (C) in a contrast discrimination task for the counting and pattern analysis. Left: low-contrast pedestal. Right:higher-contrast pedestal. Spatial and temporal frequencies indicated in each panel were the stimulus frequencies and were near optimal lor the neuron. Trial durations were either 100 or 160 ms ( I temporal period). Results show that temporal response pattem contributes little information to contrast discrimination in these neurons. F.lc. 14. peristimulus trme histograms of 2 simple cells (l and B) and lrcom_plex cell (C) for contrasts that can be discriminated withl5vou..uru.yin"a2-intervaltaskusing a'patternanalysis'.For4oftheconditions,thewhiteandblack histograms differ little ir rn"p., tr.fi*ting relatively little ionirast discrimination information is contained in the temporal response pattern. Some difl'er'ence in resp6nse shape can be seen in ,4, left. and B, leJi'bttthe maintained response level is so io* tfrut once again most of the information is contained in the mean firing rate.
just-discriminable pairs are seen to be more similar in ,hup", indicating, in agreement with Fig. 6 , that there is less patiern informaiion for intensity discrimination at high intensities than at low intensities.
The analysis of all the data from the three neurons is represented in Fig. 8 , which shows discrimination thresholis as a functiori of the intensity of the standard, that is, increment threshold functions' Each threshold was obtained by fitting a cumulative normal function to the neurometrii data by the use of probit analysis (Finney l97l) and then reading the 687o-correct point offthe fitted function. As can be seen, discrimination was better when pattern information was taken into account' For two of the cells, sensitivity improved by 10-15 dB at lower intensities.a a Recall that we assumed a phase uncertainty of360'. Uncertainty could potentially reduce the perfoimance ol the pattern analysis, but not the ,i ii i r:'s i"ulv tis. Thus ihe i mprovement might be even larger than I 0-I 5 dB ifthere were no phase uncertalnty. The sensitivity of the neurons in Fig. 8 is seen to be quite good, especially given the 70-ms trial duration. On the other hand, the dynamic range of the neurons is rather limited. This shows that these neurons would not be useful for intensity discrimination at high intensities (Sachs and Abbas 1974).
Phase discrimination in attditory-nerve ftbers
The present ideal-observer analyses were also used to measure the phase-discrimination information transmitted by the auditory-nerve neurons analyzed above. It is worth noting that, if neurons with similar response characteristics exist in the auditory nerve ofthe other ear, then these idealobserver analyses also serve as the appropriate measure of the localization information carried by auditory neurons.
To obtain responses at two different temporal phases, which could be used for measuring phase discrimination, the original ( 15-s) spike trains were time shifted by various amounts. The original and the various shifted spike trains were then partitioned into 70-ms trials.5 As before, some of these trials were used for the descriptive models and the rest for test trials.
The number of trials required for accurate descriptive models was once again determined by synthetic spike generation. The results showed that for phase discrimination the number of trials required to achieve ideal performance is somewhat less than for intensity discrimination. Thus the amount of auditory-nerve data collected was adequate for accurate counting, pattern, and pattern-1 models. Figure 9 shows phase-discrimination performance for the three auditory neurons by the use of a counting model and a pattern model. Percent correct is plotted as a function of phase displacement for low-intensity (leJt) and high-intensity (right) stimuli. In these figures, the phase shift is represented as a time delay in microseconds.The countinganalysis (-; produces chance performance for all phase delays. This occurs because the counting model does not retain phase information. For the pattern model, phase threshold (the time delay required for 68% correct) decreases as a function of frequency and intensity. As was true for intensity discrimination, phase-discrimination performance for the pattern-1 analysis did not appear to be different from the pattern analysis and hence is not shown in the figure. This indicates that the pattern analysis represented most of the phase-discrimination information carried by the neurons' responses. Figure 10 shows phase threshold as a function of intensity for each ofthe three neurons. The phase threshold decreased to a plateau value within 20 dB of absolute intensity threshold. For the low-frequency unit, the threshold reached a value of -90 irs (a phase shift of | | .2'); for the higher-frequency neurons, threshold reached a value of -35 ps (phase shifts of 16.9 and 19.5'). Recall that the trial durations were only 70 ms, and that the higher-frequency neurons were firing at a rate of I 00-I 50 spikes/s; thus these 35-ps thresholds were being achieved with an average of only 7-10 spikes per trial.
5 Monte Carlo simulations demonstrated that fhis procedure of shifting the spike trains does not bias the results; the same result is obtained by the use ofan independent set ofdata for the phase-shifted condition.
ET AL. Figs. 8 and 10 shows that phase threshold reached its minimum value at the sound pressure level that produced saturation of the intensity thresholds. Thus, over the large intensity ranges in which the neurons were unable to signal intensity differences, they remained able to signal precise phase (periodicity) information.
Comparison of

Contrast discrimination in striate neurons
The ideal-observer analysis was also applied to responses recorded from two simple cells and one complex cell in the striate visual cortex of cat. The basic methods for the visual neurophysiology were the same as those reported elsewhere (Albrecht and Hamilton 1982; Albrecht et al. 1984; Hamilton et al. 1989) , with the exception that the frame rate of the display was increased to 100 Hz and the linear contrast range to 90Vo.
The experimental paradigm was similar to that of the auditory-nerve measurements. The stimuli were drifting Contrast-discrimination functions of 2 simole cells (l and .B) and one complex cell (C) for the counting and pattern analyses. The 2 levels of analysis yield very similar thresholds, indicating that temporal pattern information is not contributing to contrast discrimination in these neurons. Spatial and temporal frequencies indicated in each panel were the stimulus frequencies and were near optimal for the neuron. Trial durations were either 100 or 160 ms ( I temporal period). For all 3 neurons threshold is seen to decline initiallv and then rise rather steeolv. black-and-white spatial sine wave gratings with a mean luminance of 21 .4 cdlm2. The spatial frequency, temporal frequency, and orientation were held constant at the values found to be optimal for the particular cell. Action potentials were recorded (to the nearest 0' 1 ms) for a wide range of grating contrasts. The stimuli were presented in blocks of 12 temporal cycles. The responses during the first and last cycle of each block were discarded to eliminate transient effects. A total of 20 blocks was obtained at each contrast. To minimize the effects of contrast adaptation (Albrecht et al. 1984) , we randomized contrast across blocks. The responses at each contrast were concatenated together in the order in which they were measured' In applying the ideal-observer analyses' we treated each cy- Tiri spatial frequencies of the stimuli were 0.53, 0'44, and 0.67 rycles/deg, respectively; and the temporal frequencies were i0.00, 6.25, and 6.25 f{z, respectively. These values were near the peak sensitivities. For all three cells, the only major peaks in the spectra were at the temporal frequency of the siimulus grating and at higher harmonics' Thus there apparently *e.J no substantial intrinsic periodicities in the firing pattern. r.rc. 16. Neurometricfunctionsof2sirnplecells(,4andB)andlcomplexcell(C)inapha-se-discriminationtaskforthe cou,ting and pattern analysi. Ley': near-threshold contrasts. Rl.gftl: near-saturatio-n contrasts. Spatial and temporal frequencies indicated in each panel were the stimulus frequencies and were near optimal for the neuron. Trial durations were either 100 or I 60 ms ( I temporal period). Results showihat all the phase-discrimination information is in the temporal response pattern, and phase discrimination is much better at high contrasts'
The mean spike rates of the three cells over the course of the experiment for a low and a high stimulus contrast are shown in Fig. 12 . These functions were computed by averaging with a 1-s running integrator. As can be seen, there was no systematic drift in response rate during the experiment. Again, synthetic spike calculations showed that the lumpiness of the curves is of the magnitude expected from random variation (see areeNDrx D). Also, the correlation analysis described in appnNotx o found negligible slow variations in sensitivity. Thus the results of the analyses shown in Figs. I I and 12 and in nppsNorx D support the assumptions underlying the present descriptive models.
Synthetic spike calculations showed that, for the contrast-discrimination task, 50-100, 100-150, and >200 trials were required for the counting, pattern, and pattern-I models, respectively. Thus, although there was enough data for the counting and pattern models, there was not enough for the pattern-l model.
Contrast-discrimination performance for the three cortical neurons is shown in Fig. 13 for the counting model and the pattern model (assuming 360' of temporal uncertainty). Percent correct is plotted as a function ofthe size of the contrast increment above a low-contrast pedestal (/ef) and a higher-contrast pedestal (right).
As can be seen, the discrimination performance of the counting and pattern analyses was very similar. Thus for these three cells there was apparently little additional information about stimulus contrast contained in the temporal response pattern. This is quite different from the behavior of auditory-nerve neurons (cf. Fig.6 ).
Peristimulus time histograms for two contrasts near the discrimination threshold (of each neuron) are shown in Fig. 14. These histograms illustrate why there was so little difference in the performance of the counting and pattern analyses. Whenever the cells responded at a substantial rate, the shapes of the histograms were quite similar at the two contrasts, and thus there is no pattern information (see aernN-DIX A). Also, when one of the contrasts produces little or no response (Fig. 14, A, left, and B, left) , there is little pattern information.
The contrast discrimination functions of the three cells for the counting and pattern analyses are shown in Fig. 15 , where contrast threshold is plotted as a function of the pedestal contrast. Each cell shows an initial decline in threshold (-0.3 log units) followed by a fairly steep rise. The minimum thresholds (for these 100-to 160-ms stimuli) were 2-3Vo contrast. Note that the two simple cells have rather limited dynamic ranges (0-l0Vo contrast) over which they signal contrast changes.
Phase discrimination in striate simple cells
The phase-discrimination information transmitted by the three striate cells was analyzed in the same way as that of the auditory-nerve neurons. Such information in visual neurons could potentially underlie many discriminations; e.g., differential velocity or position discrimination in moving targets.
The responses to different phases were obtained by shifting the spike trains (at a given contrast) by various amounts of time. Then the shifted and unshifted spike trains were partitioned into trials, each consisting of one temporal period of the stimulus (see footnote 5). This resulted in 200 trials for each stimulus condition; 100 were used for the descriptive models and the rest for the test trials.
Again, synthetic spike trains were generated to determine how many trials would be necessary for accurate descriptive models. These calculations showed that there was enough data for the counting (50-100 trials) and pattern models ( 100-I 50), but not enough for the pattern-I model (>200). Figure l6 shows percent correct as a function of temporal phase shift obtained for a low-contrast and a high-contrast stimulus for the three neurons. The solid horizontal line shows the performance of the counting analysis, which must be at chance because the average rate of firing over a full temporal cycle of the response will, on average, be constant.
In Fig. 17 , temporal phase thresholds (in units of time) are plotted for the neurons as function of contrast. The squares and triangles are the results for the two simple cells and the circles for the complex cell. Because the complex cell gave relatively little modulation to the drifting gratings, it is not surprising that its phase sensitivity was less than that of the simple cells. Like the auditory neurons, the visual neurons show a monotonic decrease in phase threshold with sine wave amplitude. For the two simple cells, the thresholds asymptote at -7 ms, which corresponds to phase shifts of 15.8 and 25" . Curiously, when expressed in terms of phase, these thresholds are similar to those of the auditory neurons. For the complex cell, the threshold asymptoted at -l8 ms, which corresponds to a phase shift of 40'.
Comparison of Figs. 15 and 17 shows that the phase thresholds reached a minimum value at the contrast level producing saturation of the contrast thresholds. Thus, like the auditory neurons, the cortical neurons were able to signal precise phase information over the range of contrasts where they were unable to perform contrast discrimination. Phase-discrimination as a function of contrast lor 2 simple cells (!, ,l) and I complex cell (O) using the pattern analysis (thresholds could not be computed with the counting analysis). Spatial and temporal frequencies indicated in each panel were the stimulus lrequencies and were near optimal for the neuron. Trial durations were either 100 or 160 ms (l temporal period). Threshold was found to decrease with intensity, reaching a minimum of -7 ms (phase shifts of 15.8 and 25') for the simple cells and I 8 ms (a phase shift of 40') for the complex cell. Most attempts to analyze the discrimination performance of singli neurons have used a method that consists of counting the spikes in some fixed time interval. These methods include /) measuring the mean and SD of the counting distributions and using these quantities to estimate performance (Heggelund and Albus 1978; Shapley and Victor 1986; Young and Barta 1986) ,2) directly measuring the counting distributions and then generating receivei-operating characteristic (ROC) curves to estimate performance (Barlow etal.1971 (Barlow etal. , 1987 Bradley et al. 1987; Fay et al. 1989; Skottun et al. 1987; Tolhurst et al. 1983) , and 3) measuring neurometric functions in a two-alternative forced-choice procedure (Bradley et al. 1987; Relkin and Pelli 1987; Skottun et al. 1987 )' There have been a few studies that have taken into account both rate and pattern information (Goldstein and Srulovicz 1977; Miller et al' 1987; Optican and Richmond 1987; Siebert 1970) .
The piesent methods of measuring discrimination performance boffow from the previous methods but improve on each of them in at least one of the following three ways' First, we use a likelihood decision rule, which can potentially lead to better performance; for example, the likelihooi rule will yield better performance when the counting distributions cross at more than one point (Green and Swets 1974). Second, probability distributions for small time intervals are measured throughout the entire stimulus presentation, and hence performance is determined by toth temporal pattern information and rate information' It is quite plausible that temporal pattern information plays animportant role in many discrimination-behaviors' For "*urnpl., it is very likely to be important for velocity and temporal-frequency discrimination, and it is absolutely essential for soJnd localization (based on time delays)' Third, our methods invoke minimal assumptions about the underlying probability distributions; specifically, the relevant distribulions are directly measured as part of the analytic procedure.
Using the new methods and the classic counting methods, wJanalyzed the amplitude-and phase-discrimination p.rfotrnutt". of auditory-nerve fibers. The results clearly ihow that incorporating pattern information substantially improves discrimination performance.. In the intensity-discrimination task, pattern information improved sensitivity by a substantial amount, especially for the two cells with the higher levels of spontaneous activity. Because of the growth in"phase lockingwith intensity, the inclusion of pattern information lowered threshold by as much as 15 dB at low intensities.
In the phase-discrimination task, pattern information is the only io,t... of information available in the neuron's ,erpons-et (rate information results in chance performance)' Peiformance based on this pattern information was found to improve monotonically with stimulus amplitude' For the hi;h-CF neurons, phase discrimination reached a value equivilent to 30-40 ps (15-20') at high intensities ' Recently, Fay et al. (1989) measured auditory intensity discriminition thresholds in the periphery of goldfish and gerbil (using an ROC analysis of spike counts) and comiared the obtained neural thresholds to behavioral thresholds in goldfish and humans. At the most effective intensity, the thresholds ranged from 1 to 3.5 dB for most neurons in the auditory nerve (goldfish) and cochlear nucleus (gerbil). These values were similar to the behavioral thresholds. the neural intensity discrimination thresholds from the present study are slightly higher than those from "typical" units in these other species. However, the present results were gathered from the chinchilla, which exhibits relatively poor intensity discrimination behavior. For example, Saunders et al. (1987) found that behavioral intensity-discrimination thresholds decreased from -8.7 dB at 10 dB SL to -3.1 dB at 40 dB SL or higher. Thus the neural intensity-discrimination thresholds from the present study also fall within the range of values reported behaviorally.
To our knowledge, no previous studies have examined phase discrimination thresholds in auditory nerve fibers, even though interaural time and phase are known to be important cues in sound localization and lateralization. Auditory lateralization experiments carried out at moderateto-high sound levels indicate that monkeys can detect time differences ranging from I 2 I ps at 250 Hz down to 44 1ts at 1,500 Hz (Houben and Gourevich 1979). The pattern model utilized in the present experiment yielded phase discrimination performance that improved with frequency and level. At sound levels near the unit's saturation firing rate, phase or time delay thresholds were found to be equal to or better than those reported behaviorally. These neural phase thresholds are especially remarkable given that only i-t0 spikes per trial (70 ms) were needed to make the discrimination in some cases.
It should be kept in mind that we do not know how many auditory neurons contribute to behavioral discrimination performance. Thus, when single-unit performance and behavioral performance are similar, we do not know whether subsequent neural stages are efficiently processing the responses of one neuron or inefficiently processing the responses of more than one neuron.
The new methods and the counting method were also applied to the contrast and phase discrimination performance of neurons recorded in the cat visual cortex. For the contrast-discrimination task, inclusion of pattern information did not improve performance. This occurred because the responses at different contrasts were nearly identical except for a scaling factor (see APPENDIX e). For visual neurons with greater spontaneous activity (e.g', lateral geniculate nucleus neurons), pattern information might make a larger contribution to contrast discriminationl the modulated response could increase independent of the mean' The contrast discrimination thresholds plotted as function ofcontrast showed an initial decrease (the "dipper" effect) followed by a rapid increase. The minimum value approached 2Vo, which is quite good performance given the Urief ltOO-ms) trial length. (Note that one would expect threshold to decrease in proportion to the square root of trial length.)
Although previous measurements of contrast discrimination in single visual neurons were based solely on counting the total number of spikes in the responses, the results of the present methods are in good agreement with the earlier studies. Specifically, we obtained comparable contrast discrimination sensitivities (Barlow et al. 1987; Tolhurst et al' 1983) , increased sensitivity for low-contrast pedestals (Barlow et al. 1987) , and comparable dynamic ranges (Barlow et al. 1987) . The good agreement with earlier studies is understandable given the fact that pattern information contributed little to contrast-discrimination performance in the cells we examined.
In the phase-discrimination task, threshold decreased monotonically with contrast, much like the auditory neurons. For the two simple cells, the phase thresholds reached a value equivalent to 7 ms of temporal displacement. For the complex cell, the thresholds reached a value of 18 ms.
A practical limitation of the present ideal-observer analysis is that it is not possible to consider high levels of temporal dependence in the responses. The problem is that it is difficult to routinely record from cells for the extended durations required to accurately measure the descriptive models. The pattern analysis requires more data than are typically collected in single-unit experiments, the pattern-1 model requires even more data and is nearly impractical, and the higher levels require more data than can be obtained with current electrophysiological techniques. However, our experience so far (e.g., Figs. 6 and 8) suggests that the pattern analysis (which assumes independence between bins) captures most of the temporal-pattern information in sensory-neuron responses and hence may prove to be sufficient under most circumstances.
This conjecture is also supported by a theoretical analysis presented in eppeNolx c. AppENDrx c considers the effects of refractoriness on the pattern analysis. Specifically, we generated synthetic spike trains with an exponential deadtime function and showedthatthe pattern analysis achieves thresholds that are almost as good as those obtained by the mathematically exact ideal-observer analysis. These results indicate that relatively large amounts of refractoriness have only a minor affect on the ability of Ibe pattern model to represent the temporal pattern information (see Fig. 19 ).
We suggest that the counting andthe pattern models may be sufficient for a practical ideal-observer analysis that can be used to measure both the rate information and the pattern information encoded and transmitted by sensory neurons. With the use of the present techniques, it may be possible to measure systematically the information transmitted by single neurons in a wide variety of tasks, including frequency, phase, contrast, shape, and complex waveform discrimination.
Although one might discover substantial discrimination information in the responses of single neurons, there is no guarantee that subsequent levels ofthe sensory system use or pass along that information. This is true forboth rate and pattern information. Some subsequent neural mechanisms may integrate out the temporal pattern information; others may ignore the mean response rate and pay attention primarily to the temporal pattern (for example, such behavior would be produced by certain types ofcross-and/or autocorrelation networks; Jeffress 1948 Jeffress ,1949 ); yet other subsequent mechanisms may make use of both types of information. To determine whether a subsequent level is using or transmitting the information found at a particular level, one must either examine the responses at the subsequent level (perhaps with another ideal-observer analysis) or measure behavioral performance.
As mentioned in the rNrnoDUCTroN. there are some interesting potential applications of the present ideal-observer analyses. For example, they could be useful for evaluating the extent to which distributed processing is necessary in a sensory system. Specifically, if the total information transmitted by a single neuron can be estimated accurately, then one can place a rigorous lower bound on the number of such units that must be monitored in the later stages of the sensory system to achieve the observed behavioral performance in the task. If the lower bound is large, the existence of distributed processing is an inescapable conclusion. Similarly, one of Barlow's (1912) general propositions (his "second dogma") might be testable. Barlow's assertion is that "at progressively higher levels in the sensory pathways information about the physical stimulus is carried by progressively fewer active units." If an ideal-observer analysis applied at successive neural stages were to show that the lower bound on the number of necessary units increases, then Barlow's second dogma would be refuted. If the lower bound decreases, then Barlow's second dogma would be supported.
Another potential application would be to use the present ideal-observer methods in conjunction with ideal-observer analyses carried out at more peripheral levels of the sensory systems. For example, we (Geisler 1984 (Geisler , 1989 Geisler and Davila 1985) have constructed visual ideal observers that are limited by the physics of the stimuli and by preneural factors, including the optics of the eye and the size, shape, spectral sensitivity, and spatial arrangement of the photoreceptors. By comparing the performance of ideal observers limited by the physics of the stimuli with ideal observers limited by both the physics of the stimuli and by the preneural factors, we have been able to determine what and how much information was lost due to the preneural factors. By comparing the performance of the ideal observer at the level ofthe photon absorption in the receptors with the performance of the whole organism (in the same task). we were able to estimate the amount of discrimination information lost in the neural mechanisms. The present proposal of using ideal observers to measure the information transmitted by single neurons might allow this general approach to be extended further into the sensory systems. By comparing the performance of an ideal observer operating at the level of the stimulus or at some preneural level (e.g., at the level of the receptor photopigment) with one operating at the level of a single-neuron output, it might be possible to determine how much information was lost in the various sensory processing stages supporting the neuron's response. Furthermore, if the neurons at a given stage ofprocessing are homogeneous enough in their behavior, it may even be possible to estimate the total information transmitted by the whole population (for the particular discrimination being studied).
APPENDIX A: GENERAL AND SPECIAL CASES OF THE IDEAL-OBSERVER ANALYSIS
This appendix presents some additional information concerning the ideal-observer analysis. There are four subsections. The first presents a derivation of Eq. 2, the general formula for maximum percent correct. The second and third present special cases of the counting and pattern models. in which it is assumed that the spike trains are described by an inhomogeneous Poisson process' These are important special cases that can be of value when less than the optimal amount of data is available. They also provide some insight into when pattern information is most likely to contribute to discrimination performance. For completeness, the fourth subsection presents the general descriptive model, although it requires far too much data to be ofpractical value given current neurophysiological tech n iques.
Derivation of Eq. 2
The probability distributions in the likelihood tario (Eq. 1) exist over an n-dimensional space, where each dimension represents the spikes observed within a particular temporal bin. This n-dimensional space can be divided into regions in which the probability for stimulus a is greater than for stimulus p and regions in which the probability for stimulus p is greater than for stimulus a. (Points where the probabilities are equal can be assigned arbitrarily to either region.) LeI Br be the volume under the lesser of the two probability distributions within the Ath region, and let,4p be the absolute value of the difference in the volume under the two probability distributions. The sum, Ak + Bk, is the volume under the larger of the two probability distributions within the kh region.
The likelihood decision rule is always to pick the more probable alternative. This decision is correct whenever the more probable stimulus is the one actually presented. Thus the probability of being correct when stimulus a is presented tP(C la)l is the sum of the volumes over the regions where P(N', . ' . , N, lrr) is greater than P (N', . . . , N, l0) . Similarly, the probability of being correct when stimulus B is presented tP(C lB)l is the sum of the volumes over the regions where P(N', . , N, lp) is greater than P(Nr, ' . . ' A', la). For each region, either stimulus a or stimulus B has the larger probabilityl thus P(Cla) + P(ClB): > Ak+ Bk If we assume equal presentation probabilities then (AI) P(C):0.5 P(Cla) + 0.5 P(CIB):0'5 > Ak+ Bk U2)
Next note that the total volume under each probability distribution is 1.0 and therefore the sum of the two total volumes is 2'0' In this sum, each Aooccurs exactly once, because only one of the two distributions can be maximum in a region, and each '8. occurs twice, because each B* contributes to the volume of each distribution (this is easily verified with a sketch). Thus DISCRIMINATION PERFORMANCE OF NEURONS and (A3)
(A5\ inhomogeneous Poisson process, and 2) the expected number of spikes in each time bin for the two discrimination stimuli is identical except for a scaling factor. We call this the Poisson counting model. Because spike generation is assumed to be described by an inhomogeneous Poisson process, the probability of observing N, spikes in the i th bin is described by the Poisson density -a' g,N'1N,1 where a, is the average number of spikes in the i th bin for stimulus a, and B; is the average in the i th bin for stimulus B. Furthermore, because of the scaling assumption, Ai: rai, where r is the scaling lactor.
Assuming no temporal uncerlainty and substituting Eq' A6 into Eq. I gives the following likelihood ratio mm L: lI n P' t3,*,1 fI e "' aiN'
In other words, the optimal decision rule is to respond that stimulus B was presented when the total number of observed spikes in a trial exceeds the criterion value given by the right side of Eq' Al0' This is just a simple spike-count decision rule.
The above derivation shows that, when proportionality holds (assumption 2), the simple counting rule is optimal no matter how itre spii.es are distributed over the response interval' This gives some insight into why inclusion of pattern information did not vield lowelr thresholds for contrast discrimination in the cortical cells; the major effect of changing contrast was to scale the response by some lactor (see Fig. l4 ).
Equationll0 shows that, to apply the likelihood decision rule, it is necessary to estimate only the values of ) a; and ) 0t, the average nu-6..s of spikes per trial for each stimulus' (Note that r is thJratio of these average numbers.) These quantities can be reliably estimated from relatively little data.
Ifthe observer is uncertain then the likelihood ratio is given by 0ndn | : ) exp t ) (A',ln (ra,) -ra,)ll ) exp [ ) (N'ln (a') -ai)l @]l) *n;: : -oo ,u + i, n), if mod <u'* i, A,+ o;otherwise, j -n'To appty the likelihood rule in this case, it is often necessary to estimite all the individual means a, and B, (the uncertainty function is assumed to be a uniform distri6ution). Maximum-likelihood estimates of these means can be obtained from simple post-or peristimulus time frequency histograms' lf n,(i) and nu(i ) are the numbers of spikes observed in the lth bin for each stimulus, then 
Poisson pattern model
The Poisson pattern model is a special case of the paltern model described in the text. To derive this model, we assume that spike generation is described by an inhomogeneous Poisson process, but we allow the mean number of spikes in a bin to be arbitrary.
Given the ground work laid in the discussion of the Poisson counting model, it is easy to write down the ideal-decision rules for the Poi.sson patlern model. The only thing we need to note is that the mean number of spikes, B,, observed in a bin for stimulus p need not be proportional to the mean number of spikes, a,, observed in the same bin for stimulus a. With this modification. the log likelihood ratio in the no-unceftainty case becomes 
General descriptive model
This section presents the likelihood decision rule assuming arbitrary temporal dependencies in the spike trains. In this case, the probabilities for the number of spikes in a bin may depend not only on the stimuli but also on the complete history of previous spikes. To represent the history of previous spikes we define a seouence of "historv" lists as follows II, : (. .. , A'_,, No) H, r -(..., N ,, No, N, ., N, ,) H": (. .. , N ,. No, . . ., N,_r, N"_,) where 11, gives the history of activity before temporal bin i. The bin numbers < I indicate bins before the analysis period. By the use of the well-known properties of conditional probability. the general likelihood ratio (Eq.1 in the text) can be expanded as follows 0n0n L : 2 .l'(u) il PlNilH,, 0, ull z f @)ll plNtlHi, a, ul (At5) *h.." I (,r);, tn. t.lpo.ut uncertaintJoistri:u'ution (which we now allow to be arbitrary). Thus the likelihood ratio can be computed if the probabilities./'(u), PINillIi, 0, d] , and PlNilHi, a, 01, are known lor all values of/1, and a. The present strategy for deriving the ideal observer is to measure these probabilities by analyzing the neuron's responses to each of the two stimuli being tested. These probabilities, which constitute the descriptive models of the neuron's responses, could in principle be measured by recording the number of times that N, spikes occurred in the ith bin for every history 11,. However, this is not practical because of the large amount of data required to measure all the probabilities accurately.
APPENDIX B: IDEAL OBSERVERS AS MEASURES OF INFORMATION
In this paper we have assumed that the performance of the ideal observer [i.e., the value of P(C) givenby Eq.2] is a precise measure of the discrimination information available in a neuron's response. This is a reasonable assumption because no decision rule can produce better average performance than the likelihood decision rule (see, for example, Green and Swets 1974), and thus the ideal observer must be using all the available discrimination information. Actually, any monotonic transformation of P(C) can serve as a legitimate measure of discrimination information. For example, the following monotonic transformation of Eq.2 gives an index of information that varies between 0.0 and 1.0 Id:0.5) lP(N'....,Allp) P(N',...,N,l") (
Another measure of information that might be considered in this situation is the classic formula of Shannon (Shannon and Weaver 1949) . However, Shannon's measure was developed for a different task and is not appropriate for discrimination tasks. To see this. consider the two hypothetical stimulus-response configurations illustrated in Fig. 18 . In Fig. 181 , there are two input stimuli, S, and,t2, that occur with equal probability, and they can produce one of three possible responses (R,, Rr, or Rr). (For example. S, and S, might represent 2 intensity levels; and R,, Rr, and R, might represent 3 different spike rates.) Stimulus S, produces response R, with probability p and response R, with probability 4 (where 4 : | -p), and stimulus S, produces response R, with probability p and response R, with probability q. ln Fig. l8 ,B, the two input stimuli again occur with equal probability, but they can produce only two possible responses, R, and Rr. Stimulus S, produces response R, with probability p + Sl2 and response R, with probability ql2, and stimulus S, produces response R, with probability p + ql2 and response R, with probability ql2.
For the configuration in Fig. 18 ,4, the maximum average percent correct is obtained by picking S, when R, is received, picking S, when R, is received, and picking arbitrarily when Rr is received (because R, provides no information). For the configuration in Fig. l8B , the maximum average percent correct is obtained by picking S, when R, is received and by picking S, when R, is received. It is obvious that these likelihood decision rules are optimal and that the maximum percent correct is exactly p + ql2 for both configurations. Thus, if the task is to maximize the percentage of times the stimulus is correctly identified (when the decision must be made on a trial-by-trial basis), then exactly the same amount of information is transmitted in configuration A as in configuration B.
However, Shannon's measure (see Shannon and Weaver 1949) is different for the two configurations. For configuration A the information (or channel capacity) is p, but for configuration B the information is I + (p + ql2)logr(p + ql2) + (ql2)loer@|2). Figure  1 9C plots Shannon's measure for the two configurations as a function of p. In both cases, when p : 1.0 there is one bit per trial successfully transmitted, and when p : 0.0 there are zero bits per trial transmitted. But when p is between 0.0 and 1.0, Shannon's measure is substantially smaller for configuration B than for configuration A, even though the discrimination information is the same for the two configurations (at each value of p). Shannon's measure and Eq..B/ give the same value for configuration A (i.e., a value ofp). but they differ greatly for configuration B because ,Eq. -B1 gives the same value for configuration B as it does for configuration A.
Why does Shannon's measure disagree with the likelihood measure? The reason is that Shannon's measure represents optimal performance in a different task. Specifically, Shannon's measure tion of information that might be reasonable would be to define it as the optimal performance, or some monotonic transformation of the optimal performance, for the task under consideration.
APPENDIX C: SYNTHETIC SPIKE TRAINS
This appendix describes the synthetic spike generators and their use in the present methods of analyzing discrimination performance of single neurons. There are two subsections. The first describes the spike generator used to determine the amount of data that must be collected for accurate descriptive models. The second describes a more elaborate synthetic spike generator that was used to evaluate the importance of refractory effects in limiting discrimination performance.
Synthetic spike generator for the inhomogeneous Poisson process
To determine the number of trials required for accurate descriptive models, we generated spike trains assuming an inhomogeneous Poisson process. Sequences ofspikes for this random proies *e.. obtained recursively by the use of the following formula (Rr, Rr, or R.) with the probabilities indicated, where 4 : | -p. B: stimulus-response configuration in which 2 stimuli can result in I of 2 responses' Configurations in ;1 and B are designed so that the likelihood (optimal) decision rule produces exactly the sime percentage ofcorrect identifications (P(C) : p + sl2). C: Shannon's information measure (in bits per trial) for the stimulus-response configurations in A and B plotted as a function of p. According to Shannon's measure there is, in general, much less information transmitted in configuration B than in configuration '{. Shannon's measure is inappropriate because it represents optimal performance on a different task, a task in which the responses (received symbols) can be stored infinitely long before any decision is carried out. In the simple discrimination task, the decision must be made after each stimulus is presented. In this case, the likelihood rule is optimal and its performance serves as the appropnate measure'
gives the maximum number of stimuli (expressed in terms of the iu..ag. number of binary symbols) that can be correctly transmitted per trial (per unit time), where the string of input stimuli can be arranged arbitrarily and the string ofresponses can be collected for an infinitely long time before any decision is carried out. In the discrimination task, there is no control ofthe input stimuli and the decision must be made on each trial' Thus for typical sensory discrimination tasks the Shannon measure is inappropriate; the appropriate measure is the performance of an ideal observer using the likelihood decision rule.
The above example is a reminder that measures of information are defined with respect to a given task' The only general defini-01020304050 REFRACTORY T|ME CONSTANT (MSEC) rrc. 19. Results of a Monte Carlo simulation to determine the effects of refractorines s on the pattern analysis of contrast and phase discrimination. Open circles show the performance of a mathematically exact ideal observei on synthetic spike trains generated by an inhomogeneous (deadtime) Poisson process as a function ofthe amount ofrefractoriness. (Error bars indicate r l SD.) Solid symbols show the performance of the empirical pattern rnodel (which ignores refractory effects) on the same spike trains' When the refractory time constant (of the exponential dead-time function) was 0, the performance of lhe pattern model and exact ideal-observer ag...d 1ut they must). Performance of lhe pattern model decreased with iicreasing refrictoriness; however, its performance remained similar to the exact ideil observer. This was true even though the refractory effects were maximized by setting the response rate high ( 1?0 spikes/s)' Thus the simulation suggesis that iefractoriness has little effect on the pattern analysis and helps-ixplain why the pallenr-1 model did not perform better than the Dattern model (cf. Figs. 6 and 8) . where Z(k) is the time of arrival of the Ath spike, Z(k) is a random sample between 0 and 1 from a uniform probability density, and G(l) is the integral ofthe ofintensity function, S(/), ofthe Poisson process
where Z is the time when the most recent spike occurred. The performance of the descriptive models on the synthetic spike data was obtained by directly applying the model (counting up to pattern-2) to the synthetic data. The performance of the precise ideal observer was obtained by first computing, from G(r), the expected number of spikes (a, and B,) in small time bins. From these expected values the theoretical value ofd' [and hence P(C)] was obtained from the following formula derivable from Eq. A8 above (see Geisler 1984; Helstrom 1964) a' -5 fB, a,)ln (8,/a,)/[ i fp, * a,)ln2(p,la,)lt/, (c's) Equation CJ assumes that there is no temporal uncertainty. The performance of the precise ideal observer under conditions of temporal uncertainty can be calculated by applying Eq. Al4 to large numbers of synthetic-spike trials.
Effects of refractoriness on discrimination performance
The results of the present experiments suggest that the patlern analysis leads to discrimination performance approximately as good as the pattern-I analysis (e.g., see Figs.6 and 8) . This is surprising because the pattern analysis does not take into account refractory effects, which certainly are present in all spike-generating neurons. In this appendix we consider how refractoriness should affect the accuracy of the pattern analysis. To do this, we generated synthetic spike trains with varying amounts of refractoriness and compared the performance of the pattern analysis with that of the mathematically exact ideal observer.
Synthetic spike trains were generated for a nonparalyzable, inhomogeneous Poisson process with an exponential dead-time function. The exponential dead-time function was chosen because it is mathematically tractable and appears to be a good model of refractoriness in sensory neurons (Young and Barta 1986) . Like the simpler inhomogeneous Poisson process, spike occurrence times were found recursively by the use of Eq. CL. However, in this case, Glt) is the integral of the product of the dead- The logarithm of the likelihood ratio (Z) that is appropriate for discriminating spike trains generated by a nonparalyzable, inhomogeneous Poisson process is as follows (Snyder 1975) 
where a(r) is the intensity function for stimulus a, p(t) is the intensity function for stimulus B, and r is the trial length. Thus the exact ideal observer picks stimulus 0 if Z is >0.0 and picks stimulus a otherwise. Figure 191 compares the performance (on synthetic spike data) of the exact ideal observer (open symbols) and the paltern model (solid symbols) for contrast discrimination as a function of the value of the time constant (1lt) of the dead-time function. The mean of the intensity function was set to 170 spikes/s, the amplitudes for the two stimulus levels were 100 and 170 spikes/s, and the temporal frequency was 10 Hz. The high mean value was picked to maximize the refractory effects, and the specific amplitudes were picked to produce -857o correct when the time constant was 0.0 (no refractoriness). For both the exact and pattern analysis, performance is seen to decline as the refractory time constant increases. When the time constant is 0.0 the two analyses agree, because the pattern analysis is identical to the exact analysis under those conditions. As the time constant increases the pattern analysis falls short of the exact analysis but not by very much (an average ol 4Vo for refractory time constants of 5-40 ms).
A similar comparison for phase discrimination is shown in Fig.  19 .B. In this case, the mean intensity and amplitude were both set to 170 spikes/s and the temporal frequency to 10 Hz. The phase shift between the two stimuli was 30o. Interestingly, the effects of refractoriness are somewhat smaller for phase discrimination than contrast discrimination, and. more importantly, the difference between the exact and pattern analyses was again found to be small. Thus it appears that refractoriness has a relatively minor effect on the ability of the pattern analysis to extract the discrimination information contained in neural responses. (The effect would be even smaller at lower spike rates.) This helps to explain why the pattern-I model did not perform better than the pattern model in the auditory-nerve experiments. (The reason the pattern-l model performed slightly worse was that the number of stimulus trials was slightly less than what is optimal for building pattern-l models.)
As explained earlier, the ideal-observer analysis will be accurate only if the assumptions underlying the descriptive models are not violated. One potential violation would be slow drifts in the neuron's sensitivity over time. Specifically, the measurement of the probability distributions constituting the descriptive models requires that the responses be statistically stable over the set oftrials used to estimate the distributions. Two methods of checking for stability were suggested: -1) examining the Fourier transform of the entire set of trials and 2) examining the mean response (or other Fourier components) as a function of time. The results of these analyses, for the auditory and visual neurons, were shown in Figs. 4, 5, 11, and 12. The Fourier transforms of the entire set of trials (Figs. 4 and I l) were nearly flat except at the stimulus frequency and at higher It G,(t) : | {x)dx harmonics. As mentioned earlier, this result suggests that there were not any slow drifts in sensitivity.
Similarly, we asserted that the plots of mean response rate as function of time (Figs. 5 and 12) did not reveal any systematlc variation over time ind hence also suggested no slow drifts in sensitivity. The reader may have found this assertion a bit puzzling given the apparent lumpiness of the curves. However, this type of variation is what one would expect from stable random processes' To illustrate this fact, Fig. 20 shows examples of mean response plots (with an integration time of 0.5 s) for synthetic spike trains generated by a Poisson random process. The three plots are raniom samples obtained at mean response rates of 30,60, and 120 spikes/s. i'hese plots clearly demonstrate that long periods of high and low average response are expected by chance lrom stable random spike-generation processes (cf. Figs. 5 and l2) ' Although the above analyses indicate qualitative agreement with statiitical stability, there may remain some subtle variations in sensitivity that are not easily discerned in these measures' One technique for detecting subtle, slow variations in sensitivity was p.opot.d by Bradley et al. (1987) ' They first measured counting distributions for entire sets of trials in a contrast discrimination task and computed expected performance from the area under the ROC curve. ihen they measured actual performance in a two-interval forced-choice task, where the decision rule was to pick the larger response (in each pair ofpresentations) as belonging to the hig-her contrast stimulus. If the responses were stable then the two mEthods should have yielded the same performance. but ifsensitivity were actually fluctuating across trials, then-the two-interval task should have yielded better performance' They found that many striate neurons showed somewhat better performance in the two-interval task.
It is possible to do an equivalent analysis by calculating the correlation (autocorrelation) between responses to successive presentations of the same stimulus. If the neuron's sensitivity (e'g', its gain or intrinsic noise) is fluctuating slowly over time, there will be i positive correlation between the responses on successive trials. Figure 2ll shows the histogram of correlation coefficients compu"ted for every block of 100 test trials recorded from the three auditory ,terrtons. The test trials were -70 ms in duration and were separated by 70 ms. The average gqnel tign coefficient was 0.068 for all three neurons (0.0 14. 0.10, and 0.059 for the individualneurons).Figure2l,Bshowsasimilarhistogramofcorrelation coefficients computed for every block of 100 test trials recorded from the three cortical cells. The test trials were 100-160 ms in duration and were separated by an interval ofequal duration' The average correlation was 0.09 I for the three neurons (0'l0' 0'08' and 0.09 individually). Although these correlations are low, they are on average positive and hence indicate some slow variation in sensitivity. 1fuoie that these small correlations would be impossible to see in plots of mean response rate over time: the lumps seen in Figs. + an-O t I are due to randomness' not to these weak variations in sensitivity.)
It is also possibie to compute the expected effect ofthese correlations on thleshold. Assuming approximate normality, the distribution of the difference between the responses in the first and second intervals is normal with a mean of m, -m, and a variance of or2 pop2 I or2, where rn, and m2 arcjhe means for the two inteivals, o", ind o, ate the standard deviations, and p is the correlation coefhcient. Therefore the index of discriminability (d') measured in a two-interval task (like that of Bradley et al' 1987) would be I 2oo nc.20. Demonstration of the variability of average response rate for perfectly stable random processes. Spike trains were generated by Poisson processes at average response rates of l0 (,4), 30 (^B), and 120 spikes/s (C) and then smoothed using a running integrator with a 0'5-s window' These random samples from istable process appear similar to those measured fromsinglen.u.on,(cf. Figs.5andl2) .Theyilluslratethatvariationsin neurons'mean response rates would be expected simply due to chance' 
On the other hand, estimating the counting distributions for the individual stimuli from the entire set of trials and using these distributions to estimate r/' (like the present counting analysis) would give the following a' :1E1*-; *,1lGa+C
The improvement in performance obtained by taking into account the slow variations is quantified by the ratio (F) of the two d's r -,,1,7TC t,{;7 -rp"i, +C
This factor will be largest when the standard deviations are equal' In this case, a correlation of 0.05 would yield an improvement factor of 1.026. which corresponds to a 0.57o increase in accuracy ati 5Vo correct. factor of 1.048, or a l.\Vo increase in accuracy al 75Va correct.T Therefore it would seem that the average amount of slow variation in sensitivity in our experiments had a negligible effect on the ideal-observer analyses. The histograms in Fig. 21 , A and -8, show that some of the 100-trial blocks have correlations that are quite high (on the order of 0.3). It is tempting to conclude that in some periods of time (or conditions) the neural sensitivity is fluctuating. However, a 100-trial block is also a random sample of the neuron's behavior; even for stable Drocesses. random variations in the correlation coeffi-7 To illustrate that measuring the correlation between pairs ofneighboring responses is equivalent to the method of Bradley et al. (1987) . we computed the correlation coelicient for the data in their Fig. 81 . The value ofthe coefficient was 0.63. This value lalls out ofthe 959o confidence interval (+0.31) for the number of trials (40) used in their experiment and hence is significant. (However, it should be noted that the confidence interval for the maximum correlation observed in a set of measures would be larger.) The d' correction factor lor a correlation of0.63 predicts that accuracy should have increased from 88 to987o, which agrees with their finding. (We could not duplicate the Bradley et al. procedure exactly because we did not alternate between the 2 discrimination stimuli on every trial.) To test for slow vanations in sensitivity, we computed autocorrelation coelficients between responses to successive presentations ofthe same stimulus. Separate correlations were computed lor every I O0-trial block of responses from each neuron and plotted in histograms. ,4: histogram ofall correlation coelicients from the 3 auditory neurons. B: histogram ofall correlation coeflicients lrom the 3 cortical neurons. C: histogram ofcorrelation coellicients for synthetic spike trains from a homogeneous Poisson process. D: sampling distribution of the autocorrelation coelficient for i00 samples from a bivariate normal distribution with a population correlation ofzero. The average correlation coefficient in ,4 and in B is near zero, and the spread ofthe distributions is similar to those expected from stable processes (C and D) . This suggests that responses of neurons in the present study were stable over time.
r.o t.o cient are expected. Figure 21D shows the sampling distribution of the correlation, for samples of size 100 from a bivariate nornral distribution, with a true correlation of 0.0 (Anderson 1942). Similarly, Fig. 2lC shows a histogram of correlation coefficients for 100-trial blocks ofsynthetic spikes generated by a Poisson process. The spread of these distributions is similar to those rnFig. 21, A and ,8, suggesting that there were few time periods where strong variations in sensitivity were occurring.
Yet another method of detecting slow variations in sensitivity or spontaneous activity is to compute variance-to-mean ratios (Fano factors) as a function of counting window duration (Teich et al. 1990) . If there are large, slow variations in response, then one would expect the average variance-to-mean ratio to increase as counting window size is increased. For each ofthe auditory and visual neurons in the present study, mean-to-variance ratios were computed from the responses to both a weak and an intense stimulus. For the auditory neurons the window size was varied from 70 ms to 6-8 s, and for the visual neurons it varied from 100 (or 1 60) ms to 6-8 s. No large systematic trends in the variance-to-mean ratios were found. For some cells, under some conditions, the variance-to-mean ratio tended to increase slightly with window size; for other cells, or under other conditions, the ratio tended to decrease slightly with window size; but for the most part the ratios were fairly constant. For the visual neurons the variance-to-mean ratios tended to be equal to or slightly greater than 1.0; for the auditory neurons the ratios tended to be equal to or slightly smaller than L0. For unknown reasons, the present results differ somewhat from those of Teich et al. (1990) , who found that the variance-to-mean ratio tended to increase in auditory nerve fibers at large window sizes. One difference in the studies (besides the species) is that Teich et al. tested high-CF neurons whereas we tested low-CF neurons.
Presumably, the responses of some neurons, under some conditions, will turn out to be very unstable. When this occurs there are only two recourses. The first is to measure the variation in sensitivity and include it in the analysis. For example, in Ihe counting analysid, it may be possible to correct for the variations by measuring the mean correlation coefficient for all blocks of trials and then applying the correction factor (F). However, great care must be exercised because positive correlations will be observed by chance even for stable neurons. This is especially true when there are few trials; the sampling distribution of the correlation (Fig. 21D ) broadens as the number oftrials decreases.
The second option is to ignore the nonstable behavior. This is equivalent to assuming that subsequent neural mechanisms do not have knowledge of the sensitivity variationsi it just becomes part of the general statistical variability of the neuron' This may not be an unreasonable assumption under most circumstances.
